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1.0 Background Brief 

Shepstone Management Company, Inc. has been contracted by the Natural Resource 
Conservation Service (NRCS) to conduct a Pennsylvania Area Wide Market Analysis for 
purposes of establishing a base for the agency to set Geographic Area Rate Caps 
(GARC) for the 66 counties of Pennsylvania with significant agriculture.  This report 
summarizes the results of the market analysis, conducted in September, 2011.

All work associated with this project followed the Statement of Work issued by the 
NRCS.  It encompasses a definition of market areas (regions and sub-regions), 
collections of comparable sales for each, the analysis  of these sales and the 
determination of values for cropland, pasture and forest (woodland) for each.  

Data is also provided with respect to the presence of wetlands for comparables 
wherever available.  Altogether, 313 comparable sales were ultimately used for the 
analysis, although a much larger number were examined at some level.  Sales  rejected 
were either inappropriate due to size or characteristics, values far above or far below 
the average or simple redundancy.

The quality of data available varied greatly by region and county.  Some counties have 
superb on-line source of data where all relevant information on sales, once identified, 
can be easily secured.  This includes previous sales, improvements, data, photographs, 
plot plans and even comparables.  Others offer little or no data and in those instances 
other sources such as Google Earth, local realtors, subscription sights and similar 
sources were used.  A minimum of one sale per county was identified and analyzed, 
with some counties having 6+ sales worthy of further analysis.

Altogether, the market analysis indicated relatively stable agricultural land values  in 
areas without gas drilling, a fact noted last year as well.  There have been some 
continued and significant value increases in areas with drilling, as the industry has 
settled and been taken into account by local real estate markets.  Bradford and 
Susquehanna Counties, in particular, have experienced rather rapidly rising property 
values and this is reflected in the numbers for Northeastern Pennsylvania.

It is noteworthy that, in areas facing development pressure, the values of pasture and 
forest are not necessarily significantly lower than cropland, as is typically the case in 
most of the Commonwealth and across the nation.  This is because homesites 
surrounded by pasture and woodland are often very valuable from an aesthetic 
perspective.  Agricultural productivity value and even development costs are not nearly 
as important as the view and the surroundings.  Conversely, production value is not 
necessarily impacted by the presence of hydric soils.  Therefore, there is often no 
distinction in value between hydric soil properties and those lacking this characteristic.
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2.0 Market Overview 

Overall, Pennsylvania cannot be described as facing major development pressure, but 
there is modest growth that tends to be concentrated in selected areas of the 
Commonwealth.  Moreover, residential growth is not the only determining factor with 
respect to agricultural land values. There are two others, the first of which is commercial 
land use demand.  

Commercial demand typically follows residential but not in the case of natural resource 
uses such as mining, which are inextricably connected with the value of the resource 
itself.  Agricultural land is  often the location of mining materials that add value above 
and beyond farm production value.  This is  especially true in the case of oil and gas, 
which can be conducted with minimal disturbance to agricultural production.  The 
development of the Marcellus Shale for unconventional natural gas production is a 
relatively recent phenomenon that has dramatically impacted agricultural land values in 
much of Pennsylvania and this  was  detailed in our 2011 Market Analysis.  The trends 
discussed in that report have continued to impact property values in shale gas areas.

The final factor in determining agricultural land value is the value of the resource for 
agricultural production itself.  This also varies  widely depending upon location with 
respect markets and soil productivity.  Areas such as Lancaster which are both close to 
markets  and highly productive bring premium values for agricultural only use, although, 
once again, it is  difficult to segregate out what may be development speculation value 
based on subsequent use.  A measure of the agricultural value is  offered by the the 
USDA Land Values 2011 Summary.  That study, part of a nationwide survey that takes 
place regularly, indicates Pennsylvania farmland values declined by 2.0% over the last 
year (0.9% for cropland and 3.8% for for pastureland).  It indicates the following:

“The United States farm real estate value, a measurement of the value of all land 
and buildings on farms, averaged $2,350 per acre on January 1, 2011, up 6.8 
percent from 2010 …. The highest farm real estate values remained in the 
Northeast region at $4,690 per acre …. The United States cropland value 
increased by $260 per acre (9.4 percent) to $3,030 per acre … The United 
States pasture value increased to $1,100 per acre.”

This  national data is based on selective statewide sampling and, therefore, does not 
work well for smaller regions.  Nonetheless, it provides a useful overall gauge of trends.  
Those trends  indicate stable or slightly declining values for farm real estate as a whole, 
cropland and pasture, but it is  important to note these are, with respect to cropland and 
pasture, strictly production values.  The farm real estate value is  defined as  “the value at 
which all land and buildings used for agriculture production including dwellings, could be 
sold under current market conditions, if allowed to remain on the market for a 
reasonable amount of time.”  This theoretically incorporates ancillary values, although it 
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is  unlikely to do so effectively on a statewide basis due to many of the influences on 
farm property values being strictly regional in nature (e.g., Marcellus Shale impacts, 
metro area development pressures).   These factors tend to get washed out in a 
statewide analysis, the results of which follow:

As a comparison, this FY2012 study examines 313 comparable sales, including 123 
cropland, 75 pasture and 115 forest sales over the last 12 months.  It found 5,229 acres 
of cropland sampled from throughout the Commonwealth sold for an average of $5,019 
per acre, while 2,593 acres of pasture sold for an average of $3,970 per acre.  Forest 
land provides a useful comparison to the value of pasture and 5,790 acres of it sold for 
an average of $4,206 per acre.
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3.0 Methodology

This  study was conducted pursuant to the FY 2011 Pennsylvania Area-Wide Market 
Analysis  Statement of Work issued by the Natural Resource Conservation Service.  The 
following methodology was employed:

1.   All work was completed as  required under Federal regulations adopted for the 
Grassland Reserve Program (GRP) and Wetland Reserve Program (WRP).  
Research was combined so as to yield a common data set with appropriate 
distinctions for the two programs.  Program  information is attached hereto as 
Appendix A.

2.   Comparable sales  were identified in 66 of 67 Pennsylvania counties 
(Philadelphia excluded).  These sales were identified using three types of 
sources.  These included commercial subscription services focused on real 
estate sales, inquiries made directly to real estate professionals active in 
selected counties and requests made to county tax assessment offices for copies 
of relevant information from their most recent regular reports to the State Tax 
Equalization Board (STEB reports).

3.   Sales were selected based on their comparability with the type of land typically 
enrolled in the GRP and WRP programs.  Searches were made first for vacant 
agricultural land sales in the last 12 months by county.  Where vacant land sales 
were not readily available, sales of agricultural land with improvements were 
utilized and adjustments made for the value of improvements.  Where agricultural 
land sales could not be separately identified, vacant land sales were searched 
and each property evaluated as to its  use (through aerial photographs) so as to 
determine whether or not it was agricultural in nature.  Forest (woodland) sales 
were also evaluated both as a comparison value and because many farmland 
properties include elements of woodland.

4.   Adjustments were made for improvement values.  Typically, these were 
accomplished by pro-rating assessment values  for land and improvements, but 
where this approach produced extraordinarily high or low improvement values 
relative to land, due to assessment methods, a value for improvements based on 
square footage and/or the nature of the improvements  as determined from aerial 
photographs or listings was employed.  Adjustments were also made in cases for 
severance of mineral rights  from land values (which occasionally occurs).  Where 
average values per acre were far above or far below the average due to very 
small or very large lot sizes, adjustments were also made for this factor, lowering 
values in the case of small lots and increasing them in the case of large lots  to 
reflect the acreage discount typically involved in sales of acreage.  No sales of 
less than 10 acres were used, for this reason.
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5.   Wetland properties were identified by two different methods.  First, if the property 
included wetlands already designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (from 
an examination of their mapping) it was noted.  Second, the Web Soil Survey 
was used to identify the predominate soil type for each comparable.  This soil 
type was then compared to the NRCS list of hydric soils  for each county and, if 
listed, it was noted.  Either designation was deemed as evidence of wetlands.

6.   Comparable sales were organized by regions.  Because this FY 2011 Market 
Analysis  is an update of earlier market analyses, the six regions identified therein 
were utilized.  Additional distinctions  were drawn in the case of three regions, 
however, due to significant differences within the regions  having to do with 
demographics, geography, gas drilling, development pressure and related 
factors.  

 The Northwestern Pennsylvania region was divided into Western and Eastern 
Regions based on the amount of agriculture, forest cover, industry and gas 
drilling.  

 The Northeastern Pennsylvania Region was divided into three sub-regions to 
reflect the amount of farming, gas drilling and development pressure.  These 
included Central Pennsylvania, Northern Tier / Wyoming Valley and Pocono Sub-
Regions.  

 The Farm Belt / Lehigh Valley Region was largely employed as is, but Lancaster 
County was broken out due to its extraordinarily productive agricultural soils, 
development pressure and historically high property values.  

 It was determined not to make any further distinctions due to the consistency of 
the data, although data by county is easily discernible from the data produced.

7.   Occasional adjustments  in value were made for factors such as access, 
infrastructure, soil quality, but these were limited to avoid being arbitrary.  
Listings, pending sales data and the like were used sparingly for similar reasons 
and primarily as tools to gain data on subsequent sales and discern trends.

8.   Every effort was made to focus on lands typically enrolled in the GRP program 
and, in the case of the WRP program, on predominately level, low-lying areas of 
cropland.  Data for representative sales of non-agricultural or woodland property 
was also collected, wherever possible, for each of the specified regions and sub-
regions.  At least one such representative sale was identified for each major 
region or market area.  Where existing easements that might distort value were 
evident, the sale was rejected as a comparable.
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9.   The determination of value, as reflected in the selection of comparables, was 
based on a consideration of the highest and best use of existing agricultural land 
in that specific region or sub-region.

10.  It was assumed the additional value attributable to Marcellus Shale was reflected 
in the final sales price.  That additional value cannot be separately assessed 
because it is, by nature, a temporary addition to value.  Once a lease payment is 
received and spent, it no longer adds to the value of the land except to the extent 
there is the potential for additional income from royalties  once actual drilling 
takes place.  That additional revenue is also temporary and may well not accrue 
to the land.  

 The primary affect of lease revenue is, therefore, on properties  not yet leased 
and the amount of such land varies greatly and is generally unknown without an 
individual inspection of each title, which is beyond the scope of this study.  It is 
therefore, assumed the added value is reflected generally in the sales taking 
place over the last 12 months.  Gas lease income, it should be noted, can 
simultaneously reduce the velocity of sales and increase the average value, 
which somewhat distorts the market.
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4.0 Market Analysis

The following is an analysis  of comparable sales and other market data by region.  
Certain regions that involve more diverse geographies  are broken down by sub-regions 
to account for value differentials related to factors such as competitive land use 
demands, oil and gas activity and general growth factors.  The regions and sub-regions, 
each possessing similar characteristics  with respect to impacts on agricultural land 
values, are as follows and background on each region may be found in the 2011 study:

Region 1 -  Southwestern Pennsylvania
Region 2 -  Northwestern Pennsylvania 
 (Eastern and Western Sub-Regions)
Region 3 -  South Central Pennsylvania
Region 4 -  Northeastern Pennsylvania
 (Central PA, Northern Tier / Wyoming Valley and Pocono Sub-Regions)
Region 5 -  Pennsylvania Farm Belt / Lehigh Valley
 (Ridge and Lancaster County Sub-Regions)
Region 6 -  Southeastern Pennsylvania

4.1 Southwestern Pennsylvania

This  region involves nine counties (Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, 
Greene, Indiana, Washington and Westmoreland) depicted below:
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These values are up slightly over last year for both cropland ($2,900/acre this year vs. 
$2,400/acre last year) and forest ($2,400/acre this  year vs. $2,200/acre last year).  
Pasture values stayed steady at $2,300/acre per acre.
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4.2 Northwestern Pennsylvania

Northwestern Pennsylvania represents two distinct sub-regions, a western sub-region of 
eight counties (depicted in yellow below) that represents the greater Erie area and an 
eastern sub-region of six counties (depicted in light orange below) that is more forested 
and much more rural in nature.  Both have shale gas activity.  

The following map illustrates the configuration of these sub-regions:
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Tables summarizing comparable sales for both sub-regions follow:
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These values are up slightly over last year for all categories of agricultural land use.  
Cropland averaged $2,500/acre this  year vs. $2,400/acre last year.  Pasture averaged 
$2,300/acre this year vs. $2,000/acre last year.  Forest values averaged $3,000/acre 
this year vs. $2,000/acre last year.
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These values are up slightly over last year for cropland and forest uses and stayed 
steady for pasture.  Cropland averaged $2,200/acre this year vs. $2,000/acre last year.  
Pasture averaged $1,800/acre both this year and last year.  Forest values averaged 
$2,200/acre this year vs. $1,800/acre last year.
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4.3 South Central Pennsylvania

The South Central Pennsylvania Region was the most difficult one from which to secure 
comparable sales data.  It consists of six counties depicted below:
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The following table summarizes comparable sales data for the South Central Region:
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These values are down slightly over last year for cropland and forest uses and stayed 
steady for pasture.  Cropland averaged $3,400/acre this year vs. $3,500/acre last year.  
Pasture averaged $3,100/acre both this year and last year.  Forest values averaged 
$2,300/acre this year vs. $2,400/acre last year.
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4.4 Northeastern Pennsylvania

The Northeastern Pennsylvania region encompasses three distinct sub-regions.  These 
include an 11-county Central Pennsylvania Sub-Region centered on Lewsiburg, 
Pennsylvania.  This is very much a farm area, but includes some gas drilling.  

The 9-county Northern Tier and Wyoming Valley Sub-Region also includes  many farm 
areas but is located on both sides of the Scranton/Wilkes-Barre urban area.  It includes 
the Endless Mountains  vacation region and some of the most productive Marcellus 
Shale gas areas.  

Finally, the Pocono area, which primarily consists of Monroe and Pike Counties, is 
broken out as a separate sub-region due the the extensive development activity in that 
area, it’s  vacation activity and general lack of natural gas, all of which impact land 
values.
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The tables on the following pages summarize data from the comparable sales  examined 
for each of these three sub-regions.

Values for the Central PA sub-region are up over last year for cropland and pasture uses 
and dropped for forest land.  Cropland averaged $4,400/acre this  year vs. $4,100/acre 
last year.  Pasture averaged $4,200/acre this year as compared to $3,400/acre last 
year.  Forest values averaged $2,700/acre this year vs. $3,200/acre last year.
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The Northern Tier / Wyoming Valley Sub-Region is the one most affected by gas drilling 
and the values are up significantly across  the board.  These values are up slightly over 
last year for all categories of agricultural land use.  Cropland averaged $5,800/acre this 
year vs. $4,500/acre last year.  Pasture averaged $5,000/acre this year vs. $3,700/acre 
last year.  Forest values averaged $4,500/acre this year vs. $3,500/acre last year.

The Pocono Sub-Region construction industry continues to be flat but property values 
are somewhat more rational than last year, when pasture values greatly exceeded those 
of cropland.  Cropland averaged $12,600/acre this year vs. $7,600/acre last year.  
Pasture averaged $7,700/acre this year as  compared to $10,400/acre last year.  Forest 
values averaged $4,100/acre this year vs. $6,700/acre last year.
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4.5 Pennsylvania Farm Belt / Lehigh Valley

This  region consists of 11 counties  in the farm belt section of Pennsylvania, extending 
from Franklin Countyin the west to Northampton County in the east.  All have significant 
agriculture.  Lancaster County is  the most productive and has  been separated out as a 
sub-region.  The remaining 10 counties are identified as the Northern Sub-Region.

Franklin Adams

Cumberland

Lehigh

York
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Lancaster

Dauphin
Lebanon

Berks

Northampton

The following tables summarize sales for this region, starting with Lancaster County and 
followed by the other counties.

Lancaster County cropland averaged $12,100/acre this year vs. $11,700/acre last year.  
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Pasture averaged $13,000/acre this  year as compared to $6,700/acre last year.  Forest 
values averaged $12,600/acre this year vs. $6,700/acre last year.
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The other portions of the Farm Belt Sub-Region exhibited fairly steady values.  
Cropland averaged $7,500/acre this year vs. $7,400/acre last year.  Pasture averaged 
$6,400/acre this year as  compared to $5,800/acre last year.  Forest values averaged 
$6,500/acre this year vs. $6,400/acre last year.

Lehigh and Northampton Counties border the Southeastern Pennsylvania region and 
are split by Route 22 in such a fashion as to create a situation where the areas south of 
this  highway (and the cities of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton) are quite often more 
akin to the Bucks County, in terms of market characteristics, than the Lehigh Valley.  
Accordingly, it would be appropriate in the Townships  of Lower Milford, Upper Milford, 
Upper Saucon, Lower Saucon and Williams, as well as the Borough of Coopersburg, to 
apply Southeastern Pennsylvania GARC rates to land in these communities.  A review 
of sales data for the last five years, for example, reveals a sale of 87.74 acres of 
farmland in Lower Milford that sold for $2,062,500 or $23,500 per acre in 2006.  Other 
sales indicate lower values that may be attributable to previous sales of farmland 
preservation easements  or other factors.  Therefore, some caution should be used in 
applying the Southeastern Pennsylvania GARC rates to these municipalities, each 
property requiring a separate analysis.
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4.6 Southeastern Pennsylvania

The Southeastern Pennsylvania Region includes the four suburban Philadelphia 
counties of Bucks, Chester, Delaware and Montgomery.  Philadelphia County has no 
significant agriculture and, therefore, was excluded from all analysis.

BucksMontgomery

Delaware
Chester

Land within this  sub-region is  the most expensive in the Commonwealth and there are 
few comparable sales due to the amount of urbanization in this area surrounding 
Philadelphia.  Cropland averaged $21,700/acre this year vs. $24,000/acre last year.  
Pasture averaged $15,700/acre this year as  compared to $22,700/acre last year.  
Forest values averaged $32,600/acre this year vs. $22,700/acre last year.
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5.0 Conclusions

The preceding analyses yielded the following estimated values by county:
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An analysis was also made of differences in value between those properties with wet-
lands and/or hydric soils  and those without such characteristics.  This  analysis, summa-
rized below reveals the former exhibited higher land values than the latter, which is 
hardly surprising given the fact the best cropland is often level, low-lying land that is 
easy to till and highly productive.  

Indeed, an examination of one county typical of much of the Commonwealth with a 
blend of cropland, pasture and forest (Wayne County), reveals 30.7% of the its soils are 
included in agricultural productivity classes I, II and III.  Some 81% of that acreage (25% 
of the county land base) is, however, classified as  hydric by the NRCS.  Other less pro-
ductive acreage used for development purposes or simply remaining vacant tends to be 
steep or possess shallow depth to bedrock or other limiting characteristics, meaning the 
hydric soils are more valuable precisely because they offer alternative uses.  

Moreover, the hydric soil itself is  often not a limiting factor unless the area is specifically 
classified as  a wetland by either the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the Army Corps of 
Engineers and many such soils  are not.  Also, hydric soils  may be predominate among 
others on a property but if non-hydric soils are substantial, the value of the property as a 
whole may not be affected at all despite any limitations involved.

Given the differential between hydric and non-hydric soil values, it clearly makes sense 
to blend the values for purposes of GARC determinations, although a case can be 
made to offer higher rates  for hydric soil properties  (which are often the only 
undeveloped soils in areas with development potential).  Certainly, for the WRP program 
to be successful, the GARC rates for such properties should not be significantly lower 
than GRP rates.
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